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Companies eyeing Puerto Rico as a new market
opportunity or looking to expand on what is

already here can rely on the experts at
Christiansen & Portela to help them find the most
suitable office space or property for their opera-
tion. “We are ready to meet the needs of both
local and multinational corporations doing busi-
ness in Puerto Rico,” said principal Rafael Portela.
“We are one of the few, if not the only company
of our kind here that works exclusively with the
commercial and industrial sectors and we like to
see ourselves as a niche player in a very specific
market.”

Portela pointed out that these days, because
many companies are looking for more efficient
office space, they are moving from older buildings

to those that can be more easily wired for high
technology and communications capabilities, as
well as accommodate more people per square
foot. “It used to be that a typical service company
would occupy 250 square feet per employee,” he
said. “That model has since been adjusted to 175-
150 square feet.” He added that because of this
higher density, more parking is needed as well.
“When we started out in this business, we talked
about 2 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of
space,” he said. “Today, companies want 5 or 6
parking spaces for that same amount.”

Within the San Juan metro area, which generally
includes downtown Hato Rey, Guaynabo,
Santurce, Old San Juan, and Río Piedras, there are
approximately 8 million square feet of office
space (excluding government offices and inferior
quality Class C buildings). According to  principal

Gerald Christiansen, the local market moves in
cyclical periods. “Once vacancies start increasing,
increases in rent begin to slow down and this typi-
cally precludes the construction of new office
buildings,” he said. “During new construction,
which we call the expansionary period, you’ll see
the absorption of office space.” He explained that
the absorption rate is the amount of additional
space that is occupied on a yearly basis. “That
does not include a tenant moving from one build-
ing to another,” he said. “That is only considered
to be a location shift, with very little or no addi-
tional space being occupied.”

While he pointed out that the average absorption
rate has historically been between 150,000 and
200,000 square feet per year, this number is
shrinking as the result of a number of factors.
“Given the trends towards modular furniture,
cubicles, and more efficient designs, office space
is shrinking,” said Portela. “The other thing affect-
ing the absorption rate is the tendency of many
major stateside companies to maintain their back-
offices outside Puerto Rico.” He also said that
advanced communications technology, the grow-
ing popularity of outsourcing, as well as changes
in the local government’s policy for use of pri-
vately-owned office space have also contributed to
the decrease in the absorption rate. “We are proba-
bly at about 125,000 square feet per year, and that
is optimistic at best,” he said.

Given that more companies, from local busi-
nesses to large Fortune 500 corporations are look-
ing to either start afresh or move from outdated
facilities into modern high-end space-efficient
offices, Christiansen & Portela is in the process of
meeting those needs with a number of projects.
This includes the DASE building, which is
located in the Los Frailes sector of Guaynabo and
is nearing completion this year. A 5-level office
building consisting of 124,426 square feet of
rentable space (25,603 sq. ft per floor), Portela
said that pharmaceutical giant Johnson & Johnson
is already slated as DASE’s major tenant, with the
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From left: Gerald J. Christiansen, Jr.; Rafael Portela; Gerald J. Christiansen, 
and Ryan Christiansen.
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Air Master Windows & Doors creates its win-
dows and doors to be able to ease the security

fears that homeowners face during the hurricane
season. “Not only do our windows and doors
remove all doubts of security issues during the
storm season, these doubts are gone for life with
our permanent solutions,” said the company’s press
release. The company’s products are also certified
by some of the strictest standards in the industry
like the prestigious Miami-Dade County ‘Notice of
Acceptance’ (NOA).

The Continental Line is one of Air Master’s most
renowned lines of windows and doors. “The case-
ment windows in this distinguished line are the
only ones of their kind in Puerto Rico. This exclu-
sive line is special because of its unparalleled
strength and detailed finish,” Air Master informa-
tion said. The casement windows in the Continental
line feature special glass made to withstand hurri-
cane force winds, reduce outside noise and protect
furniture from fading due to the sun’s UV rays.

A fourth generation of the Continental Line has
been created with a full inventory of doors and win-
dows, including the new picture windows. “The
same guarantee of quality exists in the fourth gener-
ation as did in the third. The fourth generation,
however, is more aesthetically attractive with more
glass and less aluminum, which decreases sight
obstruction,” company information said. 

Air Master Guard Master windows are another
featured product. “The Guard Master windows
have solid integrated grates, elegant finish and are
available in regular sizes. Buyers also have the
option of specially ordering the windows if they
need something other than a standard size,” the
company information said. The Guard Master win-
dows also come with the Hurricane Laboratory
Tests certification from Riviera Beach, Florida.
They were also tested to resist positive pressure
winds of 250 miles per hour and negative pressure
winds of 280 miles per hour. “The Single Hung
250 model recently exceeded the rigorous impact
tests and subsequently obtained the NOA from
Miami-Dade County,” the information said. 

The company has pledged to provide the best
alternatives to hurricane protection in Puerto Rico.
“All of the models have different benefits but our
sole intention for each is to provide the maximum
security to each residence and business in Puerto
Rico,” company information stated. Air Master’s
products can be viewed at its showrooms in
Barceloneta and Bayamón. �
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Air Master secures any home during a hurricane

Air Master’s products can be viewed at its
showrooms in Barceloneta and Bayamón


